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Abstract—The new types of industry-driven applications that
need to be supported by low-power wide-area networks (LP-
WANs), such as remote control or metering of devices within
the massive machine-type infrastructures (e.g., Smart Grids),
require a permanent connection to the remote server. In addition,
there is also a shift in the communication paradigm, as the user
equipment (UE) nodes are queried in regular and frequent inter-
vals. Notably, the presence of this type of traffic may drastically
deteriorate the performance of LPWAN technologies initially
developed to support conventional use-cases characterized by
non-synchronized transmissions. Though none of the LPWAN
technologies is inherently designed to handle such demanding
communication patterns, the narrowband Internet of things (NB-
IoT) still stands for the best candidate as it operates within the
license frequency spectrum. To optimize the delay performance
of both types of traffic coexisting at the NB-IoT air interface, we
propose an approach based on spreading the message transmis-
sion time instants of regular and stochastic traffic. We show an
optimal value of the spreading interval minimizing the message
transmission delay of regular traffic and propose a mathematical
model to estimate its value. By parameterizing the model using
a detailed measurements campaign of NB-IoT, we show that the
optimal value of spreading interval and associated mean message
delay is a linear function of the number of UEs. We report these
values for a wide range of UEs in the coverage area of the NB-
IoT base station and show that conventional stochastic traffic
does not influence regular traffic performance.

Index Terms—Optimization, LPWAN, NB-IoT, Communica-
tion Patterns, Permanent Connectivity

I. INTRODUCTION
The transformational shift from communication networks

designed to connect people towards industry-driven scenar-
ios paved the way to massive machine-type communication
(mMTC). The mMTC forces us to rethink how the deployed
devices communicate through the network completely. We
are witnessing the departure from the legacy communication
use-cases proposed in the last decade for the Internet of
things (IoT), following the irregular traffic defined by the In-
ternational Telecommunication Union – Radiocommunication
Sector (ITU-R) M.2412 requirements to the new applications
characterized by the need for permanent network connectiv-
ity [1]. However, even for the low-power wide-area network
(LPWAN) technologies, the performance can be compromised
as they have been developed having sporadic irregular and

unsynchronized communication in mind to serve both the
regular and stochastic traffic [2].

The main goal of this paper is to asses the impact of this
new type of traffic on the NB-IoT systems‘ performance [3].
To this aim, we first propose a simple approach of spreading
the message transmission time instants of regular traffic in
the presence of conventional stochastic transmissions. Further,
we formulate a mathematical model of the NB-IoT cell,
parameterize it with real measurements. Then, we analytically
derive the mean message transmission delay for both traffic
types as a function of system parameters. Finally, by utilizing
both analytical and simulation approaches, we characterize the
optimal value of the spreading interval and investigate system
performance.

Our main contributions are as follows:
• the concept of spreading communication interval to im-

prove delay performance of both regular and conventional
stochastic traffic in NB-IoT deployments;

• mathematical model parameterized by measurement cam-
paign of operational NB-IoT network to estimate the
optimal value of the spreading interval and associated
mean message transmission delay;

• NB-IoT network capacity planning based on the observa-
tions that the optimal value of the spreading interval and
mean message delay of regular traffic linearly depends
on the number of user equipment (UE)s.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we provide background on new applications emerging in IoT
landscape. The system model is formulated, solved, and pa-
rameterized in Sections III - V. Numerical results are provided
in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in the last section.

II. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

Aside from the well-known scenarios, such as environmen-
tal monitoring and asset tracking, smart electricity metering
is being discussed the most now. Electricity distributors are
seeking flexibility at every level of their business. As the com-
munication network has to be reliable and resilient, utilities
aim to get the most out of their investment, in the long run, to
be prepared for whatever needs may arise in the future [4]. The



requirement for long-term operation of deployed smart grid
meters or sensors is the one causing the most discussions these
days. Trying to find communication technologies capable of
creating and maintaining the advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI), distributors are challenging the telco operators as
their traditional partners [5], [6]. However, emerging types of
applications are introducing novel requirements that were not
part of the discussions before.

Focusing on the most critical one, let us discuss the
communication logic that is now completely redesigned. The
conventional approach, where each end device acts as the
“source” and the central node performs in the role of “sink”,
no longer applies. Instead, in the next-generation communi-
cation networks, which are considered as the enablers for
the smart grid scenarios, the transmission paradigm follows
the “request-response” approach, which is by nature “client-
originated”. Notably, the capacity limitation of current cellular
IoT technologies, i.e., NB-IoT and LTE Cat-M, represents the
primary concern when switching from the legacy “source-
sink” model. Therefore it will be crucial to consider this with
today’s supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems’ architecture as it is expected that most of the data
traffic in the industry networks will be transmitted via mobile
networks.

Having all of the above-mentioned in mind, we focus on the
coexistence of the regular and conventional stochastic traffic in
the NB-IoT network, the preferred communication enabler for
remote metering. In cooperation with the telecommunication
operators and the electricity distributors, we build an analytical
model capturing the random access procedure concerning the
traffic patterns and network capacity planning.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We first formulate a system model by capturing the relevant
components of the considered system. Then, we proceed
analyzing the system for performance measures of interest.

A. Deployment

We consider a single NB-IoT cell with one resource
block (RB) allocated for operation. The NB-IoT operation
is assumed to be in guard-band or stand-alone mode within
the licensed frequency spectrum. Furthermore, the network
deployment is supposed to be well-provided by the telco
operator, i.e., there are no other UEs in the cell with extremely
weak channel conditions. For this reason, in what follows, we
assume that the loss of packets due to incorrect reception is
negligible. In such situations, the access phase becomes the
dominant factor for performance degradation.

B. Traffic Types

We consider two types of applications utilizing the resources
of the NB-IoT system. The first, Type I UEs (regular), are
those explicitly controlled from the remote application server,
and thus they are always awake and keep their radio interface
active. For this reason, during the whole operation lifetime,
they are in a radio resource control (RRC) connected state,

as discussed later. The second, Type II UEs (stochastic),
are conventional UEs going through the sleep-aware-transmit
cycle. These UEs may represent periodic measurements, and
their operational cycles are assumed to be asynchronous. We
assume that the interarrival time between message transmis-
sion in this type of traffic is exponentially distributed with
mean λ−12 .
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Fig. 1. NB-IoT access signalling: left – Type I UEs; right – Type II UEs.

1) Random Access Phase in NB-IoT: Following NB-IoT
specification [7], see Fig. 1, UE is assumed to determine
NB-IoT carrier by measuring the power of the received
synchronization signals in the downlink (DL) direction and
performing time and frequency synchronization together with
Cell ID decoding. The time interval between synchronization
information repetition may vary between 24 and 2604 ms [8].
Next, the narrowband physical broadcast channel (NPBCH)
that carries the master information block (MIB) for 640 ms
transmission time interval (TTI) is decoded. Also, overhead
information about the cell characteristics is transmitted to the
system information block type 1 (SIB1-NB) for 2560 ms and
other SIB2-NB information from the base station (BS). More
details can be found in [9].

Once synchronized, UE can configure the narrowband phys-
ical random access channel (NPRACH) resource and perform
uplink (UL) transmission of preambles according to the net-
work settings. So that both the number of repetitions and
the transmit power are sufficient. The number of preamble
repetitions can vary between 1 and 128. One preamble with
the deterministic tone hopping pattern within a repetition unit
consists of 4 groups of characters. Each group consists of 5
characters and a cyclic prefix (66.67µs or 266.7µs for 10 or
40 km cell radius, respectively). For this reason, the random
access attempt duration ranges between 5.6 ms–819.2 ms [10].
Upon reception on the BS side, it can correct the frequency and
time offset and estimate timing advance (TA) for upcoming
transmissions. NB-IoT specifies the minimum number of or-



thogonal preambles (sub-carriers) to be 12 out of 48 available.
The data transfer phase is initiated in the narrowband physical
downlink control channel (NPDCCH), which is utilized to
transmit the downlink control information (DCI). Repetitions
of this signal can range from 1 up to 2048 times [11].

The above-mentioned access phase is performed differently
for two considered types of traffic. An example could be
the initial access with transmission from RRC idle to RRC
connected state, followed by message transmission. Here, the
random access would be used for both the access phase and
following message transmission, with subsequent RRC release.
For example, if UE wants to transmit the data from RRC idle,
it would first perform an RRC resume procedure requiring
random access. After that, the device asks for UL/DL grants,
and the message is transmitted [11].

2) Modeling Assumptions: We consider a slotted system,
with time divided into slots. The slot duration is 10 ms,
which equals the duration of one LTE frame and specifies
the minimum random access time without repetitions. There
is a fixed number of Type I UEs in cell coverage, N1. The
applications query these UEs at the beginning of the regular
time interval of duration T . This time interval depends on the
application type and can be on a timescale of minutes to hours.
Notably, parameters D1 and D2 represent the delay samples
in this case. Upon request, all N1 UEs attempt message trans-
mission by performing the NB-IoT random access procedure.
To alleviate this issue, we consider a mechanism where UEs
may delay transmission by some time uniformly distributed
over (T, T + τ1), see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Timing diagram of the system operation.

The rationale behind the procedure is as follows. When
τ1 is small, the load on the system is high, and both Type
I and Type II UEs experience large delays due to RACH
conflict resolution. When τ1 increases, the initial Type I UEs
RACH requests become more evenly distributed, reducing the
delay. However, when τ1 is too large, the mean delay of Type
I UEs again increases due to delayed initial RACH access
attempts. Furthermore, the choice of the spreading interval
τ1 also affects mean delays of Type II UEs as both types
of devices have a mutual influence on latency. In practice,
the interval τ1 can be configured at the application server.
Alternatively, UEs can be instructed to initialize their first
access attempt randomly and uniformly over (T, T + τ1).

Upon generating a message, both UE types initiate the
random access procedure in the next time slot. We assume

that the probability of starting the random access procedure is
p = min(n/k, 1), where n is the number of preambles, k is
the UEs that compete in a slot. As shown in [12], [13] this
approach minimizes the delay of UEs.

3) Metrics: We are interested in answering two questions:
(i) what is the mean delay of Type I and Type II traffic, E[D1]
and E[D2], respectively, and (ii) what is the optimal choice
of τ1 minimizing message transmission delay of Type I UEs.

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

We observe the system at discrete times with a slot duration
of tR. Time slot 0 corresponds to the beginning of the query
interval of Type I UEs. Let us denote by Nt the number of
active UEs of both types with a message ready for transmission
and have not yet received access. Recalling the assumptions
introduced in Subsection III-B2, the number of active UEs in
the time interval t+ 1 is related to the number of active UEs
in the time interval t as

Nt+1 =

{
Nt − T (Nt) + V 1

t (Nt) + V 2
t t · tR ≤ τ1

Nt − T (Nt) + V 2
t t · tR > τ1

, (1)

where T (Nt) is the number of successful transmissions when
the system has N t active UEs, V 1

t (Nt) and V 2
t are the

numbers of Type I and Type II UEs, respectively, that become
active in the slot t, provided that Nt is the number of active
UEs at the beginning of the slot t.

The trajectory of this stochastic process obtained using
computer simulations is illustrated in Fig. 3. We specifically
note that this process is not Markov in nature, complicating
its accurate characterization. In order to capture the basic
characteristics of this process, in what follows, we resort to the
approximation techniques. Particularly, instead of considering
the stochastic evolution of {Nt, t = 0, 1, . . . } explicitly
according to (1), we introduce and investigate properties of
an associated deterministic process characterizing the fluid
approximation of the number of active UEs, Nt, over time.

Since active UEs are assumed to transmit in a slot with
probability p = min(n/k, 1), see Subsection III-B2, we have

E[T (Nt)] ≈ ne−1. (2)

Furthermore, by recalling that Type I UEs are instructed to
choose the transmission slot uniformly over the interval from
1 to τ1, we can write for V 1

t (Nt)

Fig. 3. Number of active UEs of the Type I.



E[V 1
t (Nt)] = m1tR/τ1. (3)

Finally, note that the arrival intensity of Type II UEs remains
constant over time implying that

E[V 2
t ] = λ2tR. (4)

By utilizing the results (2) – (4) we can apply the fluid
approximation, see [14], and write the recurrent relation for
Nt+1 approximating the evolution of the mean value of the
stochastic process {Nt, t = 0, 1, . . . } defined as follows

Nt+1 =

{
Nt − ne−1 + m1tR

τ1
+ λ2tR t · tR ≤ τ1

Nt − ne−1 + λ2tR t · tR > τ1
. (5)

The evolution of the original stochastic process of the
number of active UEs {Nt, t = 0, 1, . . . } and the associated
deterministic mean process are both shown in Fig. 3 for the
case of ne−1 < m1tR/τ1 and multiple values of the spreading
time τ1. As one may observe, process {Nt, t > 0} closely
approximates the original one implying that the former can be
utilized to accurately approximate the mean delay of message
transmission delay for both Type I and Type II UE devices.
We now proceed deriving E[D1] and E[D2].

Let us denote by T ′ the time instant when all the Type I
UEs leave the system after successful service. Consider also d,
defined as the mean message transmission delay. These metrics
are related to each other as follows

d =

(
T ′∑
t=1

Nt

)/
(m1 + λ2T

′) , (6)

where the numerator is the only unknown.
Consider the term

∑T ′

t=1E[Nt]. Observing the structure of
{Nt, t > 0} in Fig. 3, one may deduce that the sought sum
coincides with the area of a triangle with a base (0, T ′) in
Fig. 3. The height of the triangle corresponds to the maximum
level of E[Nt] coinciding with the following value

m1 − ne−1τ1/tR + λ2τ1. (7)

The base of the triangle is exactly T ′. This length can be
written as T ′ = τ1 +X , where X is determined by

X =
m1 − ne−1 τ1tR + λ2τ1

ne−1
=

m1

ne−1
− τ1
tR

+
λ2τ1
ne−1

. (8)

Solving (8) with respect to T ′, we get

T ′ =
τ1
tR

+X =
m1

ne−1
+
λ2τ1
ne−1

. (9)

Now, the area of the triangle is determined by

T ′∑
t=1

E[Nt] =

(
m1 − ne−1

τ1
tR

+ λ2τ1

)
×

× 1

2

(
m1

ne−1
+
λ2τ1
ne−1

)
. (10)

Substituting (10) into (6) we obtain

d =
1

2ne−1

(
m1 − ne−1

τ1
tR

+ λ2τ1

)
. (11)

Once d is determined, we are in a position to calculate the
mean transmission delays of Type I and Type II UEs E[D1]
and E[D2], by summing up delay components as

E[D1] = τ1/2 + d,

E[D2] = T ′(d+ tS) + (T − T ′)(tS + tR)/T. (12)

Substituting (11) into (12) and differentiating between two
cases, t · tR ≤ τ1 and t · tR > τ1 in (5), we get the final
result for Type I UE mean message transmission delay in the
following form

E[D1] =

{
1
2

(
m1
ne−1 + λ2τ1

ne−1

)
ne−1 < m1tR

τ1
+ λ2

1
2
τ1 ne−1 > m1tR

τ1
+ λ2

. (13)

To provide the final expression for mean message trans-
mission delay of Type II UEs we follow the same approach
by substituting (11) into (12). Note that the mean delay is
negligible when ne−1 < m1tR/τ1. We thus obtain

E[D2] =
T ′(d+ tS) + (T − T ′)(tS + tR)

T
, (14)

for ne−1 < m1tR/τ1 + λ2 and E[D2] = 0 otherwise.

V. PARAMETERIZATION CAMPAIGN

The development of the proposed models relies on several
timing assumptions of the NB-IoT technology. However, these
assumptions heavily depend on the actual implementation of
NB-IoT release (defined by 3GPP), mobile network configura-
tion (operator specific), UE design, e.g., number and selection
of subcarriers for random access, number of repetitions for
all communication duties, and number of utilized subcarriers
for transmission. All mentioned parameters influence the time
required for synchronization, RRC state transmissions, and
message transmissions.

To get the representative results, which we can utilize as
inputs of actual NB-IoT implementation to our models, we
carried out a measurement campaign for Type I and Type II
UEs on mobile networks to parameterize the system. However,
it is important to mention that the measurement campaign
intended to get parameters of non-interfered devices within
a network with specific parameter settings. The measurement
setup described below is depicted in Fig. 4. As for the mobile
network, we utilized the current 3rd generation partnership
project (3GPP) Release 13 implementation of NB-IoT from
one of the mobile operators in the Czech Republic.

From the UE perspective, as the representatives of both
device types, we utilized boards fitted with BC68 NB-IoT
modules from the company Quectel. The Type I device repre-
sented on-demand reading of DLMS protocol values used by
electricity meters. To mimic the DLMS behavior, the Type
I device was set to transmit 200 B payload in 15 minutes
intervals as a request to remote DLMS server with transmis-
sion control protocol (TCP) on transport layer to which server
responded with the same amount of 200 B. Similarly, as the
traditional sensor representative, the Type II device transmitted
200 B messages to a remote server in 1-hour intervals over user
datagram protocol (UDP) on the transport layer. The device
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spent the rest of the 1-hour interval in power saving mode
(PSM). After waking up from PSM, the RRC connection and
tracking area update (TAU) needed to be performed before the
subsequent message transmission.

We monitored the UE behavior from its debug serial port
to get detailed timing assumptions for a model. The radio
interface activity was measured using the radio spectrum
analyzer Blade RF 2.0 software-defined radio (SDR) for
24 h long measurement. As the devices were placed near an
indoor cell, we achieved excellent and stable radio conditions
with reference signal received power (RSRP) between −60
to −65 dBm. Furthermore, spectrum analysis confirmed that
other devices induced no interference.

Based on the measurements, we obtained analytical model
parameters, summarized in Table I. All the assumptions are
based on average values from the results and were measured
as follows: (1) time to synchronization was set as the time for
the initial time, and frequency synchronization together with
gathering information about surrounding cells, (2) the random
access preambles were set with two repetitions and selection
from 12 subcarriers, (3) the collision-free RAP was set as the
RAP phase up to the Msg3, (4) the 200 B message transmis-
sion time was determined as radio transmissions without RAP,
TAU, and RRC connection phases, (5) the message handling
time was set as the time for UE to process messages.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this part, empowered with the parameters extracted from
the measurement campaign, we assess the delay performance
of Type I and Type II UEs and identify the optimal value
of the spreading interval τ1 minimizing the delay of Type I
UE messages. We first start with comparing our model results
with the computer simulations and then investigate the effect
of system parameters on the optimal value of τ1.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the model and
simulation data. The latter have been obtained by custom-
designed discrete event simulation (DES) framework by ex-
plicitly modeling the message transmission process of Type I
and Type II UEs according to NB-IoT access and data trans-
mission procedures. The parameters have been aligned with
those obtained during the measurement campaign in Section V.
To capture possible dependence between successive query
intervals that may lead to the deviation between model and
computer simulations, we averaged the simulation results over

TABLE I
INPUT PARAMETERS FOR ANALYTICAL MODEL.

Parameter name Symbol Value
Number of preambles n 12
The time to synchronization tS 30 slots
Temporary collision-free RAP tR 4 slots
Message handling time tH 1 slot
Data transfer time tdata 35 slots
Message period for I Type T 1 - 60 min
Number of user equipment of I Type m1 100-10000
Input flow rate of II Type λ2 1-100 per sec

100 query intervals. Further, we note that following ITU-R
M.2412, we have assumed that Type II UEs generate messages
every 2 hours, implying that the considered value of λ2 = 5
msg/s corresponds to 3600 Type II UEs.

By comparing the results presented in Fig. 5, one may
observe that the model is capable of correctly predicting
the full mean message transmission delay of Type I UEs.
However, at first glance, the proposed approach does not allow
to improve this metric as the delay stays flat and then increases.
The rationale is that the gain of spreading Type I message
sending requests over τ1 is compensated by the increased delay
of the first transmission attempts of UE. The second interesting
observation is that the Type II UE delay is relatively small
compared to Type I UE delays.

We clarify the statements mentioned above by analyzing
the instantaneous delay of Type II messages shown in Fig. 6.
To provide a clear visual illustration of the trends in data,
we applied a moving average filter. As one may observe,
Type I UEs heavily impact the delay of Type II messages over
the spreading interval τ1. Once it ends, the delay gradually
decreases and then reaches small values typical for the system
with only Type II UE load. Secondly, observe that this trend
is also characteristic of the actual delay of Type I UEs during
the spreading interval τ1 (excluding the term τ1/2).

Thus, the increase in the value of τ1 allows to decrease
the instantaneous delay of both Type I and Type II UEs.
The developed analytical model provides a simple way to
determine the optimal spreading time τ1 minimizing the delay
of both types of UEs by estimating the point where the slope
of the mean delay function changes.

Having evaluated the developed model’s capabilities, we are
in a position to consider the effect of the number of UEs on
the mean message delay for different values of τ1 illustrated



Fig. 7. Delay as a function of Type I devices. Fig. 8. Delay as a function of Type II devices. Fig. 9. Type I device optimal message delay.

TABLE II
OPTIMAL VALUES OF SPREADING INTERVAL τ1 .

Type I UEs [-] 500 1000 2000 5000
Optimal τ1 [s] 5 10 20 45
Mean D1 [s] 2.5 5 10 23.7

in Figs. 7 and 8. First of all, in Fig. 7 we observe that the
number of Type I UEs only slightly affects the mean delay
of Type II UEs resulting in an insignificant increase. Similar
conclusions can be made for τ1. The rationale is that τ1 is
much smaller than the considered query interval T , which is
set to 15 minutes in our simulations. However, for a given
value of τ1, the number of Type I UEs heavily affects the
mean delay of Type II UEs. At the same time, we observe
in Fig. 8 that Type II traffic does not produce any substantial
effect on Type I UE delay performance.

Finally, we show the mean Type I UE message delay
for different values of Type I UEs and intensity of Type
II traffic corresponding to the optimal values of spreading
interval τ1 in Fig. 9. As one may observe, the sought metric
scales linearly with the number of Type I UEs, and its slope
is almost independent of Type II traffic intensity λ2. These
two properties simplify estimating the value of mean Type I
UE delay corresponding to the optimal spreading interval for
different traffic conditions. The associated optimal spreading
intervals and delays are demonstrated in Table II. As one may
observe, τ1 also increases linearly.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we addressed the problem of the coexistence
of regular and stochastic traffic in NB-IoT systems. To this
aim, we built an analytical model capturing the essentials
of the random access procedure of two considered traffic
types over an application query interval and parameterized it
using real measurements. Furthermore, to optimize the mean
delay performance of regular traffic, we introduced the notion
of spreading interval and utilized the development model to
assess its optimal values leading to the minimal regular traffic
delay.

Our results show that the number of UEs generating regular
traffic heavily affects the mean delay of both traffic types.
On the other hand, practical values of conventional sporadic
traffic do not provide any noticeable impact on regular traffic.
Finally, the spreading interval’s optimal values minimize the

delay of regular traffic. The optimal values of this interval
and the associated optimal delay of the regular traffic type
linearly depend on the number of UEs generating regular
traffic. The approach proposed in this work allows determining
the maximum number of Type I UEs supported at NB-IoT BS
with given delay guarantees.
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